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I.  Stiff Alfvén eigenmode transport: motivation and history 
•  Assumption: Alfvén eigenmodes limit density profile to a critical gradient. 

-  1D radial transport, linear critical gradient condition (γAE=0 or γAE=γITG). 
-  “First guess” ITER profiles achieved 

•  Can we believe it? 
  Primary saturation by profile flattening, but bulk radial is simplification. 
  Strong source experiments, nonlinear simulations suggest critical gradient 
  Quantitative validity? 

II.  Validation (Experiment and nonlinear GYRO) 
•  Promising pressure profile agreement with test DIII-D discharge 
•  Linear critical gradient condition (conjectural) vs. nonlinear simulations 

-  GYRO fails to saturate above critical gradient ! profile flattening required 
-  Old results suggest γAE=γITG rule. Broadly reliable? (Yes, with caveats.) 
-  Nonlinear simulations must include AE and ITG scales together to test.  

III.  Conclusions 
•  Stiff model with γAE=γITG condition is zero-order accurate, refinements needed 
•  1D transport fundamental limits, 2D (E-r) likely needed for accurate fusion rate 

Outline 
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A simple 1D model contains all main dynamical terms 
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ALPHA code provides 
source parameters and finds 
time-invariant solution. 

Critical gradient (as a function of r) 
determined from multiple local, linear 
GYRO (full gyrokinetic solver) 
simulations with realistic parameters. 

Dmicro is the estimated effective 
microturbulent diffusion coefficient 
from a GYRO-fitted model (Angioni, 
NF 2009). 
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The ALPHA predicts mid-core flattening in a first 
guess prediction of an ITER hybrid scenario 

classical 

flattened 

Alpha density profile 
ITER base case 

J. D. Gaffey, J. Plasma Physics 16, 149 (1976) 

Plasma fluctuations flatten the 
alpha profile from the classical 
form 

ITER predicition used 
pessimistic γAE=0 condition 
for the critical gradient. 

Minimal edge energy flux was 
predicted, driven entirely by 
non AE processes 
(microturbulence in the model). 

AEs predicted only to be 
active in the mid core. 
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Gross radial flattening is probably close enough to the 
real picture 

Question: Does quasilinear AE profile flattening only in 
the vicinity of the phase space resonance make gross 
radial flattening an oversimplification. 
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Stochastic processes " 
broader flattening 

Multiple unstable AE types 

Frequency changes 

Multiple unstable n values, 
more as ρ* decreases. 
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Gross radial flattening is probably close enough to the 
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Stiff transport by Alfvén eigenmodes is supported by 
recent DIII-D experiments 

1W.W. Heidbrink, et.al., Nucl. Fusion 53 (2013) 

In a recent DIII-D experiment1, 
moving the heating beam from on-
axis to off-axis had virtually no effect 
on the measured beam ion profile. 

On-axis Off-axis Beam Mix 

Active Alfvén eigenmodes 
appear to grow just enough to 
force the beam energetic ions 
to stay at the AE linear stability 
threshold. " Stiff transport 

minimal AEs 
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Coupling to microturbulence (ITG-TEM) pushes the 
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E.M. Bass and R.E. Waltz, Phys. Plasmas 17, 012319 (2010) 

Alpha diffusion vs. alpha gradient 
(circular ITER-like case, exaggerated ITG) 

AE stability 
threshold 

γAE≈γITG	


Strong microturbulence 
suppresses AE transport until 
drive is strong enough, even 
well above the linear threshold. 

Stiff transport condition with 
microturbulence (γ at same n 
value of AE peak, well below 
ITG peak) 

If microturbulence is removed, 
the critical gradient collapses 
to the linear stability threshold. 

The more physical stiff threshold condition γAE≈γITG gives a higher critical 
gradient that in practice tends to be easier to characterize.	


GA standard case with very 
strong microturbulence 
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Coupling to microturbulence (ITG-TEM) pushes the 
stiffness critical gradient to γAE≈γITG. 

E.M. Bass and R.E. Waltz, Phys. Plasmas 17, 012319 (2010) 

Alpha diffusion vs. alpha gradient 
(circular ITER-like case, exaggerated ITG) 
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ignores “soft” 
pre-threshold AE 
transport 
enhancement. 

All we care 
about is the 
critical gradient. 
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Validation efforts focus on a DIII-D discharge (146102) 
with active AEs and EP profile flattening. 
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focused on n=3, but threshold is not usually a 
sensitive function of n. 
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The critical gradient threshold is set at γAE=γITG 
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The γAE=γITG rule of thumb (at AE 
peak n) sets the model critical 
gradient at each radius. 
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DIII-D comparison shows strengths and limits of 1D 
ALPHA critical gradient model. 
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High velocities diagnosed by FIDA 
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Prescription for nonlinear simulations follows 
previous study 

We focus on the same DIII-D equilibrium used in the experimental 
validation study, beginning at two tractable radii (r/a=0.6 and r/a=0.3). 
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Prescription for nonlinear simulations follows 
previous study 

Local, flux-tube, nonlinear simulations: 
•  40 toroidal modes, spacing of two (half torus) covers unstable AEs 

(n=2-10) and main ITG-TEM contribution (ITG peaks around n=40) 
•  Variable simulation box size (variable magnetic shear across 

domain) " wide range of radial points required. Reverse shear 
region is off limits. 

•  Periodic boundary condition prevents bulk flattening of EP density 
profile. Only observed saturation mechanism in GYRO is ITG-driven 
zonal flows. AE-driven zonal flows appear to be insufficient. 

•  Use Maxwellian EP distribution to minimize possible complications. 

We focus on the same DIII-D equilibrium used in the experimental 
validation study, beginning at two tractable radii (r/a=0.6 and r/a=0.3). 

First big question: How robust is the γAE=γITG stiffness 
threshold condition? 
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GYRO nonlinear simulations validate the γAE=γITG recipe 
for calculating the critical gradient  

nfast/nclass = 0.2	
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At low drive, diffusion is driven 
mainly by microturbulence with 
minimal AE enhancement. 

Simulations fail to saturate at or 
above the critical gradient. 

r/a=0.6	


Runaway at r/a=0.6 falls at the 
drive strength dictated by the 
recipe, γAE=γITG. 
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GYRO nonlinear simulations validate the γAE=γITG recipe 
for calculating the critical gradient  
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At low drive, diffusion is driven 
mainly by microturbulence with 
possibly minimal AE enhancement. 

Simulations fail to saturate at or 
above the critical gradient. 
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The γAE=γITG recipe is apparently most valid with all 
driving gradients on in linear simulations 
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Isolating driving gradients enables 
a more precise extrapolation of 
growth rate intersection. 

Sometimes, γAE=γITG (at AE peak n) 
occurs at lower drive strength 
when all driving gradients are 
included simultaneously. 

For this case (r/a=0.3), the nonlinear 
runaway occurs at the lower drive 
strength. 

The current recipe may overestimate the critical gradient and thus 
under estimate AE transport. Extrapolation of the “true” γAE=γITG point is 
possible with the eigenvalue solver. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

•  The integrated 1D EP transport model ALPHA has been applied to 
beam ions in a test DIII-D case. 

•  Pressure profile from γAE=γITG stiffness condition agrees reasonably well.  
-  Beam anisotropy is now included. 
-  Total stored energy high by about 20%. 
-  High energy depletion (missed in 1D) " predicted neutron rate 

high by factor of 2. 
 

•  The γAE=γITG stiffness condition (a conjectural recipe) continues to be 
supported by ongoing nonlinear simulations. 
-  Cross scale, local nonlinear simulations show AE saturation by ITG 

driven zonal flows below the critical gradient. 
-  Simulations fail to saturate above the critical gradient. 
-  The γAE=γITG stiffness condition appears robust so far, as long as all 

driving gradients are preserved when comparing growth rates. 
 

•  Future work:  
-  Transport model: all driving gradients in identifying γAE=γITG point, 

solve 2D transport (underway) 
-  Explore E×B shear, largely untouched area (effort underway) 
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E.M. Bass and R.E. Waltz, Phys. Plasmas 17, 012319 (2010) 


